The Legal
Translation Experts
It’s not just language, it’s knowledge

In-Depth Expertise

Practice Areas

As one of the nation’s largest integrated legal
solutions providers, we understand your
challenges and the importance of timely and
accurate translations. We have experience
in a wide range of matters, including FCPA
investigations, cross-border disputes,
arbitrations, antitrust and patent litigation.

Antitrust Litigation
Banking & Finance
Business Litigation
Business/Corporate
Civil Litigation
Class Action/Mass Torts
Energy & Natural Resources

Priority Support
Our dedicated team of Project Managers will
work closely with you to ensure that your
translation needs are met, so you can focus
on other aspects of your case. Backed by a
certified quality-assurance program, we handle
your documents with the confidentiality and
expertise we know you expect.

FCPA
Government Contracts
Health Care
Insurance
Intellectual Property
Mergers & Acquisitions
Real Estate
Software & Technology
White Collar Crime

First Review Translations

Certified Translations

When time is of the essence and you just need to
preview the contents of a document, we provide an
expedited first-copy review. Although a qualified
linguist performs the initial translation, the firstreview document doesn’t include the level of
proofreading or editing necessary for certification.
First-review translations are appropriate for internal
use and initial review only.

Precision is paramount. Accuracy matters.
Sometimes you need a certificate to confirm that
the document has been translated to the highest
possible standard. In cases like these,
Translate.One provides a certification letter to verify
that documents have completed our full translation,
editing and proofreading process.

Translation and Proofreading

Summary Translations

When you need a translation suitable for publication,
external use or certification, we deliver a high-quality
document, fully proofread and edited for letterperfect accuracy, factoring in subtle nuances like
intention and tone. A qualified linguist performs the
initial translation before a second specialized linguist
proofreads and edits the document, delivering the
same quality and precision of the original document.

Sometimes you don’t need a full translation. You just
want to understand the usefulness of a document.
For simple clarity, we offer a brief review of a
contents page or specific clauses and information
based on your instructions.

Machine
Translations
When speed is priority, our fully managed, intuitive
machine translation services take care of large volumes
of translation. We offer tailor-made translation in over
80 language combinations. For quick translation of
small documents in-house, we provide an advanced
desktop machine translation app that runs on a
secure private network, unlike those offered on public
websites. We get it all done fast.
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Advantages Include:

Faster Insight

Volume Efficiency

Trial-Ready

Language Identification provides high-

Use machine translations to decode

Translation by qualified linguists

level reports on data sets and identifies

large volumes of data, saving resources

ensures credibility during witness

the resources required for discovery.

in the review process.

interviews and court presentations.

Complete Legal Coverage
Due Dilligence

Witness Statements

Translate.One offers high-volume machine-based
summary translation to clarify document content
and usefulness, and full translation for more detailed
document review. In addition, we design and
implement custom workflows with your data room
provider so that your projects run seamlessly.

When it comes to translating witness statements
and depositions, accurate reflection of witness
remarks is crucial. Correct review and editing is
required to verify documents for official use. We
provide certified, sworn and notarized translations as
required.

IP & Patent Filings

Internal Communications

Translate.One delivers qualified translation for your
IP/Patent filing requirements. We offer the benefit of
translation memory to improve consistency, speed
up delivery and reduce the cost of future translations
or amendments. We translate all Intellectual Property
requirements including:

Whether you’re distributing official documents
for internal review or simply sending an email to
a colleague or client, Translate.One delivers fast,
accurate and secure translations for all internal
communication channels.

Patents
Prior-art documents
Expert reports
Trademarks applications
Actions and amendments
Communications
Copyrights

Review can be time-consuming and costly when
working with multilingual documents, especially
when internal resources in the language required are
limited. Translate.One supports the review of foreign
language documents with a high level of efficiency,
reducing the amount of external resources, time and
cost required to complete a task.

Review

A cornerstone of our partnership philosophy is education.
We want to help you get the most out of your Relativity®
platform. Let us show you what it can do. We’ll bring a team
of experts to your offices, gather your users, and run three
Our project managers are standing by.
experience-based workshops to get your team up to speed.
Let us manage your language needs so
you can focus on your case.

Let’s Talk

Contact Us Today: request@translate.one | 412.261.1101

